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Rescuing the SailAbility dock
On Sunday Dec 12th, after the big wind storm caused its havoc, a gang of members jumped
into action to rescue the SailAbility dock.

It started with Alex, Ian, Doug, Bob, & Steve recovering the awning structure frozen in the
ice. The waves had broken up the ice the day before. It took some bravery to "walk the
plank" onto the QS dock and then considerable engineering prowess and profound wisdom
to recover the canopy from the depths and disassemble it. We only lost 3 poles !

It was then that we realized the large 40ft SailAbility sloped dinghy ramp section was miss-
ing (yup completely gone). We were hopeful it had not sunk or worse headed out to sea. Ian
spotted something shiny floating near The Boathouse restaurant, so phase 2 of the rescue
operation commenced.

With Alex rowing out in his boatex dinghy we were able to attach lines and drag the upside-
down 40ft dock section onto shore with "Big Blue" the van. The sections were disconnected
with crowbars and wrenches. With muscle from Ian, Alex, Peter, Steve, Ross and his son
Erik, the sections were levered and grunted onto Alex's boat trailer.

With additional help at the club from Eric Hoffstee and team (and Peanut the Chihuahua),
the sections were unloaded safe and sound.

It is the can-do attitude of our members that help keep our club going and fun to be part of.

Cheers and well done. Time for a Rum ...errrr I mean Hot Chocolate. - Steve Macklin
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Allie and I are enjoying our third year as members of BQYC. During this short period, we
have been very impressed with how active the club is; whether it’s out on the race course
for Race Night or in the bar for Happy Hour or a Friday Social, there always seems to be a

smiling friendly face around. Even more impressive is the club’s commitment to Learn to Sail, Sail-
ing School and the Junior Sail programs which are invaluable to both the club and community
alike.

Previous to joining BQYC, I was a 25 year member at Highland YC, having served on the Board for
8 years there. Up until mid 2019, both Allie & I were very active "big boat" racers on Western Lake
Ontario, mainly focused on the LORC circuit and LYRA regattas. After a short hiatus from racing, it
was nice to be bitten by the race bug once again. Last summer we jumped back into the racing
scene and joined BQYC’s Shark Fleet - what a blast …not to mention a huge learning curve! When
we’re not racing our Shark 1824 on Wednesday nights, we thoroughly enjoy the cruising lifestyle
on our vintage C&C 30, D2O.

To subsidize our sailing life, I've spent the last 40 plus years in the commercial HVAC/sheet metal
fabrication industry, while Allie runs her own Kitchen and Bath Design business, Herringbone In-
teriors. Our combined talents certainly come in handy as we renovate our home in Rossmore -
part 80 year old cabin, part 1980's block home ...and everything in between!

Taking on the role as Vice Commodore was certainly not part of my short term plan. I thought I
would ‘work my way up the ranks’, so to say; however, there was a void to be filled and thought it
better to step up and help the club which Allie & I both enjoy so much. I look forward to this role
and the many years to come creating new friendships along the way.

Carol and I are new members of the BQYC. We've been sailing since 2000, based at
Stillwater Basin. Our first boat was a Tanzer 22, Senang, which was a good starter, but we
needed more space for cruising, so we moved to a Tanzer 26, R+R. We now have our

Catalina 30, Sunrise. We've taken her up the Trent-Severn and around Tobermory, down past
Windsor to the Welland Canal, and home; the Little Loop. We've also had the good fortune to be
invited aboard a 30' catamaran, Catalyst, on the Mediterranean. The first cruise was along the
west and south coasts of Greece, the second was based on the island of Kos, and the third took
us from Cagliari (Sardinia) to Gibraltar.

I got involved in sailing when a friend at CFB Trenton needed help racing his Tanzer 26, Sprite. I
was part of that crew for some years, until the skipper sailed off to Halifax. Racing was a lot of
fun. I was the bowman aboard Tigger, a C&C 33 at the Crescent Yacht Club, for most of a decade.
It was a wonderful time, but I thought it best to retire with some degree of credibility, rather
than be remembered as the poor old guy that fell off the boat.

I've also been active in Canadian Power Squadron since 2000, and on the Bridge of the RCAF
Trenton Squadron for many years. I am presently an instructor there. I taught Science for 30
years with our local school board, and I enjoy teaching boating and navigation.

Having a well used boat requires maintenance and improvement. We've learned a fair bit, re-
pairing the hull (osmosis), and the mast step (core rot), as well as installing an anchor windlass,
cockpit cushions, solar power, and roller furling. Sunrise will likely be our last boat, and we are
keeping her fit and comfortable.

We are looking forward to many more years of boating, fun, and friendship at the BQYC.
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Seen at Ian’s soiree
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